COLORADO STATE WILD BUNCH
STAGE 1
MISS L J’S PLEASURE PALACE
25 PISTOL 5 RIFLE 5 SHOTGUN
TOTAL STAGE POINTS = 350 POINTS
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PLEASURE PALACE

STAGING: Pistol loaded with a 5 round mag & holstered. Rifle loaded with 5
rounds on center table. Shotgun loaded with 5 rounds on right table.
START POS: Shooter starts in doorway. Hands on framework.
PROCEDURE: When ready shooter says, “What’s yer pleasure?” ATB move to right
table and engage 5 shotgun targets. Move to left table and with pistol engage KD
chicken’s and stationary target, alternating for 10 rounds, starting on any target.
Move to center table, release swinger, and engage stationary targets with 2 rounds
each and swinger with 2 rounds, any order, THEN sweep all targets starting on
either end. Make pistol safe. With rifle engage stationary targets and swinger
with 1 round each, any order.

COLORADO STATE WILD BUNCH
STAGE 2
MISS L J’S PLEASURE PALACE
25 PISTOL 9 RIFLE NO SHOTGUN
TOTAL STAGE POINTS = 340 POINTS
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PLEASURE PALACE

STAGING: Pistol loaded with a 5 round mag & holstered. Rifle loaded with 9 rounds
on center table. No shotgun.
START POS: Shooter starts in doorway. SASS default.
PROCEDURE: When ready shooter says, “To many chickens in this coop”. ATB
move to either left or right table. At left table with the pistol engage each chicken
KD, move to right table and engage each cowboy KD. Move to center table, release
swinger and engage left side stationary targets with 2 rounds each and swinger
once, then engage right side stationary targets 2 rounds each and swinger once.
Then sweep all targets starting on either end for 5 rounds. Make pistol safe. With
rifle engage “RP” & Swinger targets in a Nevada sweep starting on either end.

COLORADO STATE WILD BUNCH
STAGE 3
STAGE COACH MERCANTILE
25 PISTOL 5 RIFLE 5 SHOTGUN
TOTAL STAGE POINTS= 350 POINTS
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STAGING: Pistol loaded with a 5 round mag & holstered. Rifle loaded with 5 rounds
on window shelf. Shotgun loaded with 5 rounds on window shelf.
START POS: Shooter may start at any position with any weapon.
PROCEDURE: When ready shooter says “decisions, decisions, where to start first”.
RIFLE: Engage Tombstone rack, one round per plate.
SHOTGUN: Engage 5 shotgun targets. If necessary engage MU target for each
tombstone plate still up, reloading from person as necessary.
PISTOL: If starting from left doorway, engage dueling tree & stationary targets in a
10 round Nevada sweep starting on a dueling tree plate. If starting at window
engage “RP-1,2 3” targets in a 2-1-2 sweep starting on either end. Move to right
doorway and repeat left doorway scenario. If starting with pistol make pistol safe
anywhere.

COLORADO STATE WILD BUNCH
STAGE 4
STAGE COACH MERCANTILE
35 PISTOL SHOTGUN AS NEEDED
TOTAL STAGE POINTS= 350 POINTS
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STAGING: Pistol loaded with a 5 round mag & holstered. No rifle. Shotgun, as
needed on window shelf.
START POS: Shooter may start at any position, and shoot scenario in any order.
Hand on pistol.
PROCEDURE: When ready shooter says, “don’t blink this is gonna be fast!”. ATB if
starting from left or right doorway, engage 5 plates on dueling tree, then alternate
on stationary targets for 5 rounds. At the window engage the tombstone plate
rack, each plate once, then engage the stationary targets in a 1-3-1 sweep starting
on either end. Then engage the near KD targets. At either the left or right doorway,
repeat instructions from 1st doorway scenario. Make pistol safe anywhere. With
shotgun from center window engage MU target for any KD still up ( tombstone
plate or near KD’s), reloading from person as necessary.

COLORADO STATE WILD BUNCH
STAGE 5
THE MARSHALL’S OFFICE
20 PISTOL 10 RIFLE 6 SHOTGUN
TOTAL STAGE POINTS= 360 POINTS
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STAGING: Pistol loaded with a 5 round mag & holstered. Rifle loaded with 10
rounds on doorway table. Shotgun loaded with 6 rounds on right outside table.
START POS: Shooter starts at the center doorway table, rifle in hands.
PROCEDURE: When ready shooter says, “What price glory”. ATB with rifle engage
a KD target then sweep “RP” targets from either direction, then repeat
instructions. With pistol from doorway engage “RP” targets in a 10 round Nevada
sweep starting on either end. Move to left outside table and with pistol engage
“P” targets with 2 diagonal Nevada sweeps, engaging each diagonal, starting on
any outside target. Make pistol safe. Move to shotgun and engage 6 shotgun
targets. Any KD still up may be made up on MU target, reloading from person as
necessary.

COLORADO STATE WILD BUNCH
STAGE 6
PAWNEE STATION DEPOT
25 PISTOL 6 SHOTGUN
STAGE POINT SCORE= 310 POINTS
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STAGING: Pistol loaded with a 5 round mag & holstered. Shotgun loaded
with 6 rounds on right cargo box. No rifle.
START POS: Shooter starts at left cargo box, arms across chest.
PROCEDURE: When ready shooter says, “Washers, that’s all they got
from robbing the train!” ATB with pistol engage “P” targets with 3
rounds each any order. Move to window and engage a KD target THEN
double tap “P1 & P2”. Move to next window & repeat sequence on
other KD & “P3 & P4”. Make pistol safe. Move to right cargo box and
engage 6 shotgun targets. Any pistol KD target still up may be made up
from this position, with shotgun, reloading from person as necessary.

COLORADO STATE WILD BUNCH
STAGE 7
THE MIDNIGHT STAR SALOON
25 PISTOL 7 RIFLE 5 SHOTGUN
STAGE POINT SCORE =370 POINTS
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STAGING: Pistol loaded with a 5 round mag & holstered. Rifle loaded with 7 rounds
in hands. Shotgun loaded with 5 rounds staged on Poker Table.
START POS: Shooter starts in doorway of saloon.
PROCEDURE: When ready shooter says, “set em up barkeep, drinks on me”. ATB
with rifle engage each “RP” target once each any order. Move to either Poker table
or bar, make rifle safe. At the Poker table with shotgun engage 5 shotgun targets.
Move between Poker table and Bar and with pistol engage each square “RP” target
with 2 rounds and top center round “RP” target with 3 rounds, any order. Move to
Bar and engage each outside “P” target with 3 rounds each and inside “P” targets
with 2 rounds each, any order.

COLORADO STATE WILD BUNCH
STAGE 8
THE MIDNIGHT STAR SALOON
30 PISTOL 10 RIFLE
STAGE POINT SCORE= 400 POINTS
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STAGING: Pistol loaded with a 5 round mag & holstered. Rifle loaded with 10
rounds. No shotgun.
START POS: Shooter starts in saloon doorway, rifle in hands.
PROCEDURE: Shooter says when ready, “we don’t serve no stinking sheepherders
in here”. ATB with rifle engage the top row of “RP” targets with 2 rounds each, any
order. Move to either Poker Table or Bar, make rifle safe. At the Poker table,
engage each KD with pistol. Move to the Bar and engage “P” targets in a
progressive sweep, starting on either end. Move between Poker table & Bar and
engage “RP” targets in the following manner: a 5 round sweep from bottom to top
left, then 5 round sweep from bottom to top right, then sweep top row, from
either end.

COLORADO STATE WILD BUNCH
STAGE 9
BARBERSHOP/TONSORIAL PARLOR
25 PISTOL 8 RIFLE
STAGE POINT SCORE= 330 POINTS
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STAGING: Pistol loaded with a 5 round mag and holstered. Rifle loaded with 8
rounds on center doorway table. No shotgun.
START POS: Shooter starts at left doorway, hand on pistol.
PROCEDURE: When ready shooter says; “ Ok barber, you cut me I shoot you, fair
enough?” ATB with the pistol engage a KD target, then sweep “P” targets from
either direction. Repeat sequence. Move to center doorway and repeat sequences
with pistol. Move to right doorway and engage 5 KD targets. Make pistol safe.
Move to center doorway and with rifle engage “R” targets with a 3-1-1-3 sweep
starting on either end.

COLORADO STATE WILD BUNCH
STAGE 10
BARBERSHOP/TONSORIAL PARLOR
20 PISTOL 10 RIFLE 5 SHOTGUN
STAGE POINT SCORING= 350 POINTS
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STAGING: Pistol loaded with a 5 round mag and holstered. Rifle loaded with 10
rounds on center doorway table. Shotgun loaded with 5 rounds on right doorway
table.
START POS: Shooter starts at left doorway, hands on hat.
PROCEDURE: When ready shooter says, “When’s the last time you changed the
bath water?” ATB with the pistol engage “P” targets with a 3-2-2-3 sweep starting
on either end. Move to center doorway and repeat on “R” targets. Make pistol
safe. With rifle repeat pistol sequence. Move to right doorway and engage 5
shotgun targets.

